TOTAL C LIMATE SOLUT IO NS

OUTDOOR FIXED SYSTEMS
Alfresco dining at hotels, restaurants & cafes is more popular
than ever before but what happens when it gets hot?
Heating systems have been available for years and it makes sense to
have cooling as well for our long, hot and mainly dry summers. OZmist
has the perfect solution! Not only will an OZmist system give patrons relief from the heat and keep them there longer, an OZmist misting system
creates a stunning visual effect that will draw people in. With changes
to Smoking laws in Enclosed Areas being legislated an OZmist Misting
System is the perfect way to keep patrons cool.

OZMIST STATIC SYSTEMS:

Stainless Steel tube is supplied in six meter long lengths with threaded
spigots welded to the tube at pre determined spacings. The specially designed nozzles simply hand screw into the spigots. Static systems can
also be installed under shade umbrellas or structures. The amount of
nozzles and spacings depends on the use of the area, surrounding structures, direction of the sun, shading and size of the area to be cooled.

OZMIST FANS:

Fans can also be used to cool large outdoor areas. Fans have a stainless
steel ring fitted to the face of the fan. Each ring has six misting nozzles.
Fan misting systems are very popular because the high pressure mist
is thrown over a very large distance ensuring spot free cooling. There is
also the added advantage of being able to turn fans on without the mist
to circulate air on still days. Fans can be wall fixed to walls under roofed
or covered areas or we have a weather proof fan that can be situated
outdoors. An OZmist fan will cool an area of approximately 150 square
meters outdoors. Installation is a quick and simple process as with all
OZmist products.
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